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THE MYSTIC STAR FISH 
--Dr. Kirthi Kakade 

B.H.M.S. 

 

It looks beautiful and vaguely as a jewel of the seas. But why have people 

consider the starfish as mere useless as it lies remote in the seas amongst the 

molluscan order, when in real it actually  creates balance by removing the excess of 

elements from the seas in its small convenient ways. 

A star fish usually observed in the old Hindu Tantra a star fish (dead) is used to 

ward off evil eye and welcome positivity and divinity at a place. Much similar to the use 

of crystals and pyramids as symbols to purify the surrounding and bring about a positive 

deflection to the events and time whilst it leads to maintaining smooth functioning of 

events with time and buffer its effects into the spiritual plane and its aura created by the 

entities present at that given time..  

While we also use a large piece of potassium permanganate or alum otherwise in 

the dhrishti ropes being tied outside most Hindu home signify more of the same 

purpose. While alum in laboratories are used to convert hard water to soft water in 

reaction. Here alum is reacting with the Calcium(Ca), Magnessium(Mg) and Ferrum/ 

Iron(Fe) present in the water .After reacting it produces CaSO4-FeSO4 , Calcium, 

Magnesium and Iron salts, which aren't soluble in water. So they get precipitated. Like 

ways posses the slow absolving effect when tied as a dhrishti rope where it reacts with 

the moisture of air or humidity in creating a balance in air and its surroundings. 

The popular lemon and green chilli combination seem so regular in keeping 

negativity at bay. Also signifies that the citrus content in the lemons disperse over a 

period of time to maintain the healthy air around it. When considered a lemon to have 

rotten (while normally it dries up, shrinks  to a hard brown mass when kept exposed to 

air) is considered to have combated with the evil  forces. Quiet strange as to how our 

myths can be reasoned scientifically!  In real, it means  that   the variation in 

temperature of the environment where the presence of elements that trap humidity of 

the lemon leads to prevention of the normal dispersion effects which attracting of fungi 

and other bacteria that develops a rotting of lime. Now this we famously perceive to be 

trapped evil energy within the time that has lead to this rott having developed in the lime 

simply to say that the evil has be trapped and thus prevented from affecting the living 

mass of that area. 

In Tantra a lemon is a symbol of neutral life in itself which is often used in     

Voodoo ( a Haiti religion, believe to qork under the rule that there is one God. Voodoo 

religion is based on Iwa and family spirits which communicate with human beings to 

fulfil their wishes, to protect and sometimes to harm too. However more than 60% of the 
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religious beliefs is done for healing purposes) and other Asian Tantric practices. A 

lemon in nature can stay fresh without any preservatives added to about a week by just 

sprinkling some water over it. This quality is perceived positive and negative reasons it 

depends on how or what kind of vibrations the lemon is dealt with. In positive influence 

its taken to a worship place and mantras which rejuvenate our body chakras are 

chanted  along with application of turmeric (symbolizing hygiene health and purity) and 

thecrimson/ kumkun / sindoor ( symbolizing area of concentrated energy). Which   after 

transferring the desired vibration required to provide the desired effect is handed over   

and hence serves its purpose. 

Similarly there are many rituals which are followed that entrap evil in small 

animals belonging to avian and feline species for their ability to move freely without 

having had any human attachment by nature.  

While we look into the symbolic representation of good and bad omen on the  

whole.. The use of star fish in Christianity represents bringing a balance in body 

thoughts actions and achieving peace and divinity as it represents the virgin   Marry and 

Infant Jesus, Madonna and her divine child who always are with the ones who seek 

blessings from them. It also depicts joy happiness and achieving the desired results 

while in confusion and chaos.  

The debate over how and why needs a deeper understanding of science in 

relation to the entities of natural behaviour, that brings about a sync with the want and 

needs, with thoughts and action, with peace and possession. Each counterpart acting 

as an extreme of the other..  

While it’s also believed that use of the mystic star fish attracts fairies and angels, 

may simply mean that your mind is incognito with both your conscious and your 

subconscious bringing you the desired result by creating a positive affirmation within 

yourself, ruled by the famous Law of Attraction. 

Dream analysis depicts the visions of starfish in your dreams as good omen 

especially when they   are seen in bright and vibrant colours. A starfish in water 

symbolizes the possibility of achieving divinity and purity of a child like nature in near 

future. 

Lastly the quiet ignored starfish that seemed to have taken life on earth from a 

celestial star sure keeps up our spirits lively just as its counterpart in the sky. 


